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Bueno, pues aqui tenemos una nueva actualizacion del grandisimo mod Endurance Series, el Patch 2.1.

Y aqui os dejo las novedades que trae, incluyendo un nuevo vehiculo  GTC - Flat6 GT3 (Spec
2010-2012 ALMS) y mejoras en las fisicas de los coches y neumaticos:

-Graphics - Added a new 3D model : 

-GTC - Flat6 GT3 (Spec 2010-2012 ALMS)

-Introduction of the GTC category in the mod

-Graphics - Added all the real paint shemes of the Flat6 GT3 coming from the 2010 to 2012 seasons of
the ALMS championship.

-Graphics - Added all the real paint shemes of the Oreca FLM09 coming from the 2012 season of the
ALMS championship, and the ALMS 2010 Green Earth Gunnar skin.

-Sounds - Update of all cars sounds to correct the problem of opponent sounds volume linked to driver
swaps (Opponents volume has now to be tuned from 50% to 100% in the game configuration).

-Sounds - Update of LMP cars ambient sounds (sound levels).

-Sounds - Update of the Ferrari F430 GT2 sounds.

-Sounds - Update of the Lamborghini GT1 sounds.

-Sounds - Update of the Oreca FLM09 LMPC sounds.

-Physics - Tyres improvements on all the models of the mod, coming from v1, SP1 and SP2.

-Physics - Optimisation of tyres wears, in particular for the Super Soft (for qualifications) tyres.

-Physics - Race balance performance adjusted (by making adjustements on fuel consumption, fuel tank
and tyre wears) for the LMP1 Petrol and Diesel cars.

-Physics - Ajustement on the inertia and the aerodynamic performances of all cars, to fit with tyres
improvements.

Y lo mas importante, descagalo AQUI

Saludos.
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https://mega.co.nz/#!Z8g2AJpS!Kez_hjdU6BlIN2-Y-sq2xES5TOMaBXL8Ax_bs5ibl0I

